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HOW TO USE THIS BOOK

Ready Steady Go Maths is a Mental Maths programme for 1st to 6th Class primary school
pupils. The programme is unique in that it actually teaches pupils the strategies and skills required 
to calculate and to solve mathematical problems mentally, thereby enabling pupils to fully engage 
with the Primary School Mathematics Curriculum.

Ready Steady Go Maths gives pupils a variety of approaches and strategies to make mental 
calculations using a step by step approach, appropriate to each class level and helps consolidate 
their problems solving skills.

The Ready Steady Go Maths programme is laid out in an easy to follow structure. The program-
me contains 160 units for each class level. There are 5 weekly lessons (Monday – Friday) rolled out 
over a period of 32 weeks each school year.
 
The Ready Steady Go Maths programme may be used as a warm-up ahead of existing daily 
Maths lessons. It may also be used as a stand-alone programme to teach Mental Maths or as 
assigned nightly homework. Whatever way Ready Steady Go Maths is used, the programme is the 
ideal complement to the Primary School Mathematics Curriculum.

Self-assessment

 
At the end of each page there is a self-assessment section which gives pupils the opportunity to 
reflect on their learning and which provides useful feedback to the teacher on how each pupil is 
progressing. 

                                                                        

Mondays
Monday lessons focus entirely on Target Board 
activities which are ideal for teaching the language 
of Mathematics in general and the language of 
Number and Problem Solving in particular, in a 
fun and stimulating way. Pupils are provided with 
opportunities to explore the relationship between 
numbers and to consolidate mathematical learning 
through a variety of easy to follow questions.

Tuesdays
Tuesday lessons focus on the Counting Stick, 
Number Strips and the Hundred Square. Pupils 
are introduced to counting forwards and backwards 
and thereby exploring number patterns and the 
relationships between numbers. 
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Worked Examples
Pupils are provided with worked examples throughout the Ready Steady Go Maths programme 
to demonstrate the skills and strategies being developed and which enables pupils to work 
independently of the teacher

Supplementary Materials
Large Class Target Boards incorporating the Target Boards in the pupil books are available to 
teachers in order to conduct class lessons. These Class Target Boards also contain a series of 
new Target Boards and activities not available in the pupil books which are extremely valuable in 
consolidating learning and in differentiating for pupils according to ability.
There is also a supplementary Teacher Manual for each class level containing the answers to all 
questions in the respective class pupil books.

Thursday
Thursday lessons develop pupils’ mental maths 
skills by teaching the pupils a variety of strategies 
for making mental calculations. The pupils are then 
provided with opportunities to apply these skills and 
strategies with structured questions based on the 
skill being developed.

Wednesday
Wednesday lessons focus on problem solving. Pupils are 
introduced to the characters of Danny and Sarah through 
a series of interesting Mathematical stories and word 
problems based on these stories. They also learn strategies 
for problem solving and get the opportunities to practise 
these strategies through different types of problem solving 
such as Practical Tasks, Puzzles and Word Problems. In 
the 4th, 5th and 6th Class books, pupils are given a number 
of real life problems and investigations to research and 
solve online using information technology.

Fridays
Friday lessons focus on developing pupils’ all round 
mental abilities through a series of simple but 
challenging questions which consolidates work 
already done through the Ready Steady Go Maths 
programme.
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6. Fill in the missing number.

_____________________
7. Fill in the missing number.

_____________________
8. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________
9. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________
10. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________

WEEK 1WEEK 1

6 8 9

4 5 6

3 4

5 7

8 10
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1. How many numbers are on the first row?

_____________________
2. What is the biggest number on the first 
row?

_____________________
3. What is the smallest number on the first 
row?

_____________________
4. Put the numbers on the first row in
order starting with the smallest:

   _____________________

1. Colour the number four green.

_____________________
2. Colour the number seven red.

_____________________
3. Colour the number three blue.

_____________________
4. Colour the number nine orange

_____________________
5. Fill in the missing number.

_____________________

5. What is the biggest number on the
second row?

_____________________
6. What is the smallest number on the
second row?

_____________________
7. Put the numbers on the second row in
order starting with the smallest:

   _____________________
8. What is the biggest number on the third 
row?

_____________________
9. Put the numbers on the third row in order 
starting with the smallest:

   _____________________
10. What is the biggest number on the
Target Board?

_____________________

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

4 5 7
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It is Saturday morning. Danny wakes up 
and looks at the clock. It is time to get up. 
Today his Dad is taking him to the beach.

1. What day will it be tomorrow?

_____________________
2. What day was it yesterday?

_____________________
3. What time does Danny get up?

_____________________
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Danny packs his bag. His sister is coming 
too. His sister is 2 years older than Danny. 
She is called Sarah and is 8 years old.
Danny and Sarah like reading. Danny puts 
7 books in the bag, 3 books for himself and 
the rest are for Sarah. They will read the 
books in Dad’s car on the way to the beach.

At the beach, Danny sees 5 boys and 2 girls
paddling in the water. Sarah and Danny go 
into the water too. The water is lovely and 
warm. They play ball games with the other 
children. When they come out of the
water, it is 3 o clock. They have been in the 
water for 2 hours. They are tired but have 
had a great day at the beach.

5. How old is Danny?

_____________________
6. How many books does Danny put in the 
bag?

_____________________
7. How many books does Danny bring for 
Sarah?

_____________________

4. How old is Sarah?

_____________________

8. How many children does Danny see 
paddling in the water?

_____________________
9. When Sarah and Danny go into the
water,  how many children are in the
water then altogether?

_____________________
10. At what time did Danny and Sarah go 
into the water?

_____________________
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8. Who has more?

      
BARRY MARY

_____________________
9.

5 +   = 10       
_____________________
10.
There are  dogs altogether.

_____________________
11.
A rectangle has  sides._____________________
12. Colour 6 circles

_____________________
13. True or False. 8 comes just before 7?

_____________________
14. 

2 +   = 8 _____________________
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1.

      

     4       +      2     = _____________________
2.

      

     5       +      3     = _____________________
3.

       

      2      +     5      =  _____________________
4.

      

       3     +      6     = 
_____________________
5. 

          
        6    +      2     = 
_____________________

6. Ann has 5 crayons and Mike has 2
crayons. How many crayons altogether?

 +  = 
_____________________
7. Peter has 4 books and Kate has 3 books. 
How many books altogether?

 +  = 
_____________________
8. Barry has 2 balloons and Harry has 4
balloons. How many balloons altogether?

 +  = 
_____________________
9. Maria has 5 flowers and Jess also has 5
flowers. How many flowers altogether?

 +  = 
_____________________
10. Dara and Ben walk along the beach. Dara 
gathers 4 shells and Ben gathers 5 shells. 
How many shells do they gather altogether?

 +  = 
_____________________

1.
It is  O’Clock _____________________
2.
The number  comes just before 7
_____________________
3. What number comes next ?

5   6   7   8     
_____________________
4. Dan has 3 pencils and Pam has 4 pencils. 
How many pencils altogether?

 _____________________
5. Draw a circle around the person who 
has 10?

               _____________________
6. Circle the heavier one.

_____________________
7.
4 + 4 =   
_____________________

12

6

39
210

111

57
48
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5. What is the biggest number on the 
fourth column?

_____________________
6. What is the smallest number on the third 
column?

_____________________
7. Put the numbers on the first row in order 
starting with the biggest:

_____________________
8. What two numbers on the fourth
column add up to 10?

_____________________
9. What two numbers on the first row add 
up to 11?

_____________________
10. Make a number sentence using 3
numbers on the second row:

_____________________
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1 52 63 7 94 8 10

+               = 

4
2
0

8
11
5

10
9
1

3
7
6     

1. How many numbers are on the second 
row?

_____________________
2. How many numbers are on the second 
column?

_____________________
3. What is the biggest number on the
second column?

_____________________
4.  What is the smallest number on the
second column?

_____________________

+               = 10

+               = 11

1. Colour the number five green.

_____________________
2. Colour the number eight red.

_____________________
3. Colour the number six blue.

_____________________
4. Colour the number ten Orange

_____________________
5. Fill in the missing number.

_____________________

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

1 52 63 7 94 8 10

5 6 8

6. Fill in the missing number.

_____________________
7. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________
8. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________
9. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________
10. Fill in the missing numbers.

_____________________

7 8 10

8 10

6 7

9 11

9
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It is the month of September. Danny and 
Sarah are back at school. School starts at 9 
o’clock. Danny and Sarah work hard until 
break-time at 11 o’clock.

1. What month is it?

_____________________
2. What month will it be next? 

_____________________
3. For how long do Danny and Sarah work 
hard before break-time? 

_____________________
At break-time Danny plays football with 
his friends. Danny’s team wins by 6 goals 
to 4. Danny scores 3 of his team’s goals..

4. How many goals are scored altogether 
in the match?

_____________________

WEEK 2
M

ATH
S STO

R
IES: A

t School

hours

goals

5. How many more goals does Danny’s 
team score than the other team?

_____________________
6. If Danny’s team scored 2 more goals, 
how many goals would they have scored? 

_____________________
After break the children go back into class. 
Teacher asks Sarah to give out the
copybooks. There are 3 red copies, 4 blue 
copies and 7 green copies.

7. How many red and blue copies
altogether?

_____________________
8. How many blue and green copies
altogether?

_____________________
9. How many red and green copies
altogether?

_____________________
10. What colour are the copies that there 
are most of?

_____________________

goals

goals

copies

copies

copies


